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side the person responsible for the adopted child will
promise to sever his relation with the child and also
guarantee in the child's name to support the adopting
parents when they are old.
The endorsement of the fellow-clansmen of the con-
tract is essential, for this action is counter to their
interest. If the person dies without issue, his nearest
kin in the next kinship grade will automatically become
his descendant and inherit his property according to
custom* But in this case, the heir will not sever social
relations with his own parents. The child will live
with his own parents and has done no work for his
benefactors. The heir has, in fact, mainly ceremonial
obligations.
From the economic point of view, it is considered
preferable to adopt a child who can work for the
adopted parents during their lifetime than to appoint
an heir among kindred. But adopting an outsider
means the loss on the side of the nearest kin of a
potential claim on the property. Therefore the parents
of the potential heir will do their best to prevent the
action. The usual result is a compromise. Either
the nearest kin will support the adopting parents or the
old will adopt an outsider but promise a share to the
potential heir in the inheritance. The share will not
be land or house but a sum of money.
If the son dies after his marriage and leaves no
grandson, his parents will find a substitute for his son
as the second husband of their daughter-in-law. The
substitute is called wawpon.1 He will change his sur-
1 Villagers explained the meaning of tfeis term as yellow (wan) muddy
(m) leg (pen). But they did not know why he should be so called. After-
wards I found that a similar expression " muddy leg " is used in the Northern
Chinese dialect, for example, in the classical novel Red Chamber Dream,
r £$, jpefening to those wandering vagabonds. But another literary
•*i—i of this term was given to me by the literate people in the town

